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Practice 8: Standard Libraries

∗

Kenneth Leroy Busbee
This work is produced by The Connexions Project and licensed under the
Creative Commons Attribution License †

Abstract
Questions, exercises, problems, etc. that support this chapter in the "Programming Fundamentals A Modular Structured Approach using C++" collection/textbook.

1 Learning Objectives
With 100% accuracy during a: memory building activity, exercises, lab assignment, problems, or timed
quiz/exam; the student is expected to:
1. Dene the terms on the denitions as listed in the modules associated with this chapter.
2. Given a testing shell program already coded and tested, add another specic task function, and test
it, then create a user dened specic task header le, a user dened specic task prototypes document
and a source code program to verify that the header le works properly.

2 Memory Building Activities
Link to: MBA 081

3 Exercises
Exercise 1
Answer the following statements as either true or false:

(Solution on p. 3.)

1. The standard library is a set of specic task functions that have been added to the programming language for universal use.
2. Programmers should not have condence that standard library functions work properly.
3. It would be easier to write programs without using specic task functions.

4 Miscellaneous Items
None at this time.
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5 Lab Assignment
5.1 Creating a Folder or Sub-Folder for Chapter 08 Files
Depending on your compiler/IDE, you should decide where to download and store source code les for
processing. Prudence dictates that you create these folders as needed prior to downloading source code les.
A suggested sub-folder for the Bloodshed Dev-C++ 5 compiler/IDE might be named:
• Chapter_08 within the folder named: Cpp_Source_Code_Files

If you have not done so, please create the folder(s) and/or sub-folder(s) as appropriate.

5.2 Download the Lab File(s)
Download and store the following le(s) to your storage device in the appropriate folder(s). You may need
to right click on the link and select "Save Target As" in order to download the le.
Download from Connexions: Lab_08_Testing_Shell.cpp2

5.3 Detailed Lab Instructions
Read and follow the directions below carefully, and perform the steps in the order listed.
• Navigate to your sub-folder: Chapter_08. Compile and run the Lab 08 Testing Shell source code. Note:
•

•

•
•

This program uses an include le that points to the "udst_monitor.h" le as explained in Connexions
Chapter 7 materials.
You need to add another function to this testing shell titled: area_triangle that is to calculate the area
of a triangle. Dene the function, prototype it, and within the function main add an area for calling
the function (similar to the existing functions with test data). Be condent that it is working properly.
Following same process as shown in the Connexions module "Using a Header File for User Dened Specic Task Functions" that is within the Chapter 7 materials; make the following les: udst_geo_area.h
and udst_geo_area_prototypes.txt and Lab_08_Verify_Header.cpp
Copy the header le to your user library, then build (compile and run) your verify header program.
After you have successfully written this program, if you are taking this course for college credit, follow
the instructions from your professor/instructor for submitting it for grading.

6 Problems
6.1 Problem 08a  Instructions
Write the C++ code to do the following specic task function.

Example 1: pseudocode

Function area_regular_hexagon
Pass In: side
Calculate: side times side times 3 times the square root of 0.75
Pass Out: the calculation
Endfunction
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Solutions to Exercises in this Module
Solution to Exercise (p. 1)
Answers:
1. true
2. false
3. false
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